Crown princess Victoria-Margaret is a direct descendent of Victoria I, the queen who
changed the course of history. Soon, Margaret will have to enter a politically advantageous
marriage through the imperial genetic matchmaking process. But before then, she’ll have
one summer of freedom and privacy. Posing as a commoner in Toronto, she meets Helena
Marcus and August Callaghan. In a summer of debutante balls, tea parties, and country
dances, all three will discover a shared bone and a one-in-a-million chance to have what they
want and to change the world.
YP FIC JOHNSTON

Everyone has a soul, either beautiful or frightening. Soulwalkers like Kamai and her
mother can journey into other people’s souls as they sleep. But no matter which
souls Kamai visits, she sees the black door. It follows her and her mother has
forbade her from opening it. When touching it, Kamai notices it’s warm and beating
with a pulse. Putting her ear to it, she hears her own name whispered from the other
side. And when tragedy strikes, she does the unthinkable and opens the door.
YP FIC STRICKLA
There has never been a winner of the Miss Meteor beauty pageant who looks like
Lita Perez or Chicky Quintanilla. But that isn’t the only reason Lita wants to enter, or
her ex-best friend Chicky wants to help her. The road to becoming Miss Meteor is
about sharing who you are with the world and loving the parts of yourself no one
else understands. So to pull off the greatest underdog story in pageant history, Lita
and Chicky will have to forget the past and imagine a future where girls like them are
more than enough; they’re everything.
YP FIC MEJIA

Always-awkward Nima is bored with her insular community, in love with her straight
girlfriend, and trying to move past her mother’s unexpected departure. After a
bewildering encounter at a local festival, Nima finds herself immersed in the drag
scene on the other side of town. Macho drag kings, magical queens, new love
interests, and surprising allies propel Nima closer to a self she never knew she
could be: one that can confidently express and accept love. All she has to do to
get there is accept lost love.
YP FIC BOTEJU
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A member of the lowest and most persecuted caste, Lei lives in a remote village in Ikhara with her father. Ten years ago, her mother was
snatched by royal guard for an unknown fate. Now, the guards are back for Lei to fetch her for the king. Lei and eight other girls are forced to
learn the skills and charms befitting a king’s consort. But when Lei falls in love with one of her fellow trainees, she’ll have to decide how far
she’ll go for justice and revenge. Be sure to check out the sequel: Girls of Storm and Shadow!

YP FIC NGAN

Eric Bittle may be a former junior figure skating champion, vlogger extraordinaire, and very talented amateur pâtissier, but
being a freshman on the Samwell University hockey team is a whole new challenge. It is nothing like co-ed club hockey
back in Georgia! First of all? There's checking (anything that hinders the player with possession of the puck, ranging from a
stick check all the way to a physical sweep). And then, there is Jack—his very attractive but moody captain.
COM YP UKAZU
Demigod Asra has a dangerous gift: deciding the future by writing it with her blood. She leads a quiet life as a healer in a remote village to keep her
secret, happy to help others and spend time with Ina, the girl she loves. But when Asra’s village is threatened by bandits and the king does nothing,
Ina begs Asra to help find her manifest—the animal she can change into as a rite of passage into adulthood. Using her gift, Asra does so…but the
spell goes wrong and the bandits raze the whole village. Unaware Asra is at fault, Ina swears revenge against the king and takes a dragon as her
manifest. To stop her, Asra must become a player in lethal games of power among assassins, gods, and royalty. Most of all, she’ll discover the
dark secrets of her own history.
YP FIC COULTHUR
There are three Quinns, three brumes, and three realities. The first Brume is overrun by literal monsters and cutthroat survivors. For an openly
genderqueer Quinn, the silver lining is their friendship with Lia and the hope for salvation. The second Brume is a prison with no bars. Forced to
“sort out” their sexuality with other teens at a camp, Quinn must determine why presenting as female has never felt right. The Third Brume is a war
zone and this Quinn, who presents as male, leads the Resistance against the government. But the Resistance may not accept Quinn if they knew
Quinn’s truth. Which world is the real one? Why do they keep alternating among these Brumes? Is there a deeper truth?
YP FIC BREWER

World history has been made by countless lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer individuals—and you've never heard of
many of them. Dive deep into the lives of 23 people who fought, created, and loved on their own terms. From high-profile figures like
Abraham Lincoln and Eleanor Roosevelt to the Queen of Sweden and a bisexual blues singer who didn't make it into your history
books, these astonishing true stories uncover a rich queer heritage that encompasses every culture, in every era.
306.7660922 PRAGER
Sixteen-year-old Claire is a fangirl of the hit show Demon Heart. Forest is an actor of the show who dreams of bigger roles. When the two
meet at the local Comic-Con, it’s a dream come true for Claire…until Forest laughs off Claire’s assertion that his character is gay during a
Q&A panel. Unfortunately for the show, when a video of the panel goes viral, the producers hire Claire to the join the cast for the tour. What
follows is a clash between the fans and the show that lead Forest to question his sexuality while helping Claire come out of her shell
concerning the very cute fan artists named Tess.
YP FIC LUNDIN

